Reliability Performance of Shipboard Power Complexes with Regard to Ecosystem Effects
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Abstract. The article deals with the impact of ecosystem on the operability of ship power systems. It is shown, that influence is caused by fouling of a vessel hull by various microorganisms, spontaneous destruction of external structures of vessels and hydrometeorological external factors. Methods of solving the problem of ecosystem impact on power complexes of marine equipment are given.

1 Introduction

The ecological system in all its variety is an integral part of the majority of factors determining optimum operation of an onboard complex of systems and units of a fishery vessel. The totality of ecosystem components forms reliability criteria and indicators, by which the performance of ship power complexes can be judged. Signs of adverse action, components of an ecosystem include: degree and intensity of a fouling of an underwater part of a vessel by bacteria, unicellular organisms, invertebrates and algae; electrochemical, biological and chemical corrosion of above-water and underwater parts of a vessel; condition of current weather at navigation and dangerous weather phenomena during vessel voyage.

Fouling of ships with various microorganisms (Figure 1) leads to changes in the seaworthiness of the ship, namely a decrease in buoyancy, runability, controllability and stability. As a result, the resistance of the water to vessel movement increases and consequently fuel consumption increases. At the same time, ship structures and components are exposed to aggressive environments in extremely unfavourable conditions which can cause damage and destruction. Hydrometeorological external factors due to risks and consequences of damage to ship structures may result in damage to shipboard equipment operation as a whole.

It is known that shipboard equipment is combined into power complexes, which transform primary energy of organic, in particular chemical fuel, into heat energy with subsequent transformation of this type of energy into mechanical and electric power. At that, mechanical energy is consumed for the purpose ensuring vessel’s motion in water stream by means of propulsion, as well as for reproduction of on-board mechanical systems and devices operation. In turn, electrical energy is consumed by various auxiliary mechanisms. The reliability of auxiliary mechanisms, in particular the anchor and steering mechanisms,
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determines the ability of technical devices and units to perform their functions, ensure safe navigation, unsinkability of ships, as well as provide good hygienic and living conditions.

It follows from the above that power complexes are one of the main elements of any ship. As a result, their fail-safety and reliability form important indicators of functioning of marine technical object and providing of safety of crew members. Study of influence of above signs of performance of components of an ecosystem on serviceability of ship power complexes allows to provide safety of navigation of a vessel, and also to predict accompanying actions for the purpose of prevention of failure of devices and mechanisms of a vessel as a whole.

Fig. 1. Fouling of the bottom of the ship by micro-organisms

Fig. 2. Corrosion of vessel components

Fig. 3. Ship icing

Fig. 4. Vessel sailing in stormy conditions
Traditional practice of certification of serviceability, faultlessness and reliability of parts and units of ship power complexes has more prescriptive character and is limited to normative methods. Prescriptive methods are not flexible enough in qualitative research of reliability indicators of ship power complexes, including in view of ecosystem influence [1]. As a consequence it is necessary to consider in detail criteria on which it is expedient to designate more precisely factors which can essentially influence integrity, functionality and serviceability of power complexes of a vessel.

At present the most part of scientific works is devoted to studying of ecological problems at operation of ship power plants [2], dynamics of sea area pollution [3-6], researches of the reasons of bacterial population decrease [7-8] and many other scientific researches in the field of oceanography. At the same time the listed researches consider a problem of influence of marine objects at operation on ecological safety of environment which do not give the full answer to a question: how to provide safety of navigation at presence of inherent factors of influence of ecosystem on power complexes of a vessel? Therefore for the purpose of the fruitful answer to the set question in the given article some researches on revealing of indicators of reliability of ship power complexes taking into account influence of an ecosystem are resulted. Besides, urgency of research processes is confirmed by necessity to formulate criteria of an estimation of safety of the crew and a vessel itself in view of influence of a wide variety of adverse external conditions, including on the part of ecosystem, connected subsequently with expedient functioning of ship power complexes in view of arising risks [9-12].

A great variety of new technical solutions prescribes the necessity of optimal selection of performance reliability indicators ship power complexes. Therefore, in spite of abundance of researches in the field of assurance of reliability and safety of ship power plants taking into account influence, the problem of definition of reliability indicators remains actual.

2 Materials and methods

According to the classification of Russian Maritime Registry of Shipping, the main causes of emergency situations are: violations of the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea; rules of technical operation; deterioration of ship repair; significant age of their service life; exhausted resource of vessel machinery and equipment; failure of crew members to comply with the requirements of regulatory documents; insufficient knowledge of maneuvering characteristics and rules of navigation in complex navigational and hydrometeorological conditions [13]. Proceeding from the listed above it follows that it is necessary to consider in detail each aspect of origin of possible negative results of influence of adverse factors on structures, including a fishing vessel. The specified circumstance is possible to carry out by means of the detailed analysis of all possible reasons of origin of probable dangers during vessel operation, and also consideration of their interrelation and influence on working capacity of critical units of units and mechanisms of a vessel.

The issue of navigational safety determines the risks to the life of the ship’s crew, which can be caused by various circumstances regardless of the climatic region of the voyage. In addition to the circumstances mentioned in the literature [14-17], these may include fouling of the hull by various micro-organisms, spontaneous failure of the outer hull shell and external factors associated with weather phenomena.

To ensure the integrity of structures and components of shipboard systems and aggregates, it is necessary to identify a number of criteria by which the operability and reliability of an installation can be assessed. This point of view make it possible to foresee at an early stage undesirable consequences related to failure of strength and rigidity of critical structures and structural elements of ship power complexes, as well as to ensure that necessary measures are taken at an early stage of detection. Thus it is known, that reliability
of all systems of a vessel is one of safety guarantors. Besides, analysis of general properties on maintenance of safety of navigation in the presence of factors of influence of an ecosystem on power complexes of a vessel allows to define further algorithm of purposeful and systematic actions at stages of designing and operation of a vessel with the purpose of elimination of the phenomena connected with infringement of safety of navigation. Thus, using the conceptual approach on identification of indicators of reliability of ship power complexes taking into account influence of an ecosystem the brief review of accompanying provisions of safety of navigation promoting reduction of risks, accidents and undesirable incidents in the sea is considered.

As a result of definition of indicators of reliability of ship power complexes taking into account influence of ecosystem it is necessary to accent on an analytical method of knowledge of objective reality of influence of signs of productivity of action, components of ecosystem on maintenance of serviceability of the main element of a vessel. The choice of the given method of research is justified by necessity of systematization of tendencies of long-term results of research on prevention of accidents at sea. In view of the analysis of the specified direction of research it is possible to characterize the concept of reduction of influence of a degree of a fouling of a vessel hull by various micro-organisms, spontaneous destruction of external designs of vessels and hydrometeorological external factors on serviceability of an onboard complex of systems and units of a fishing vessel.

3 Results and discussion

Safety is an important objective of maritime development. Search and development of new approaches and methods to prevent ship accidents during their operation are becoming increasingly important [18]. Undoubtedly, promising methods to solve the problem of ecosystem impact on power complexes of marine equipment will allow predicting undesirable risks in the process of operation of any vessel.

Change of ship speed performance due to fouling by various micro-organisms are natural effects of the biogeocenosis on the exterior of ship structures. The microbial assemblage, however, varies from one voyage region to another, depending on the habitat.

The study of formation of fouling communities in their dynamics is the current task of many research centres. The main purpose of which is to develop installations for the study of fouling community formation patterns in different hydrodynamic flows and, as a result, to test and verify the properties of protective coatings on test substrates, including anti-fouling and anti-corrosion coatings [19-20]. Therefore, in order to reduce fouling by bacteria, unicellular organisms, invertebrates and algae, a variety of methods of protective coatings on ship hull now been proposed [21], nano-materials to prevent biofouling have been recommended [22], and various types of non-fouling coatings have been developed.

The main structures subject to attack by fouling microorganisms are ship hulls. Fouling of the hull is a continuous process, so the resistance to ship movement continuously increases as the fouling intensity increases. As the resistance to vessel movement increases, the heat load on the main engine of the vessel increases and subsequently the probability of damage and breakdown increases [23]. As a result, it is necessary to resort to estimation of degree of thermal loading on main diesel engines to increase service life of parts of cylinder-piston group. It is possible to carry out the assessment degree by means of construction of indicator diagrams showing cyclic temperature variations in the compression chamber wall of a diesel engine. By analysing these diagrams it is possible to realize the predicted results and assess the level of thermal stress on the diesel components.

In addition, the ship's cooling system is also affected by various types of fouling agents through the ship's hull. In view of the merits, a closed cooling system is recommended for use on ships. As a consequence, experimental studies are carried out to assess the effect of
fouling on heat dissipation and appropriate designs of cladding heat exchangers are proposed [24].

A consequent factor of ecosystem impact on the operability of ship power systems is the spontaneous destruction of ship external structures due to corrosion (Figure 2). The course of general engineering sciences makes it possible to distinguish the types of corrosion damage depending on the type of corrosion processes, namely chemical, biological and electrochemical corrosion. As a result, it is revealed that all elements of ship power complexes are subject to corrosion. Corrosion causes significant damage to hull, pipelines, propeller and other ship structures. The cause of corrosion is complex application of sea water not only for cooling heat exchangers but also for generation of steam and fresh water from it. Thermal processing of ship-generated waste water can also cause corrosion. Fouling of the propulsion and steering complex and ship hull with biomass is another cause of corrosion.

Since seawater is highly corrosive medium, it is therefore important to take a set of protective measures to ensure corrosion resistance of ship's metal structures [25-26]. It should be noted that when a vessel is in port waters, corrosion processes develop more intensively than in relatively clean waters. Thus, to effectively combat corrosive effects, it is advisable to organize operational control of marine environment factors affecting the development of corrosive processes of destruction of vessel structural elements [27]. Despite a variety of protection methods – electrochemical protection (protector and cathodic), application of corrosion-resistant materials and corrosion inhibitors, paint-and-lacquer coating are the main method of strengthening corrosion resistance of ship power complex elements at present.

A seagoing vessel undergoes many hazards during its operational phase, including those from the environment [28]. Under the influence of hydrometeorological external factors adverse effects for ship power systems can occur. Wind effects, temperature and precipitation, visibility limitations due to fog are the expression of the impact on ship structural elements. Environmental effects on ships include icing (Figure 3), watering of fuel, structural failure due to the dynamic action of the water environment (Figure 4), storm sailing conditions (pitching and rolling), capsizing, loss of buoyancy and stability. In addition, humans, as crew members, can also be affected by the environment, both during the operational phase of the vessel and during emergencies.

Many scientific works [29-32] are devoted to basics of dynamic unsinkability of a vessel taking into account influence of hydrometeorological external factors. Researches in the area allow to find out under what circumstances possible emergence of extreme characteristics of ship power complexes on the verge of emergency situation at navigation and during navigation of a vessel, and also to estimate individual features of a vessel in conditions of concrete simulation of influence of existing hydrometeorological disturbances of various level and in characteristic combinations.

As a result of the above stated, we not that reliability of ship power complexes directly depends on properties of object to perform its function in the set limits taking into account the set conditions of its application including no-failure, maintainability and preservability. With the purpose of definition of quantitative characteristic of properties, single and complex reliability indicators are entered. Knowing dependence of reliability indicators on operation modes and operating conditions of onboard complex of vessel systems and units, it is reasonable to calculate reliability characteristics for all possible navigation conditions. Hence, it is possible to predict in advance and take measures providing high level of reliability and serviceability of parts and units of ship power complexes.

Thus, one of the qualitative indicators of reliability is the service life, which is determined by the operating time. The subsequent indicator of reliability can be noted the surface durability of structural elements taking into account the service life reserve. The maintainability of components and interchangeability of details of power complexes are an integral part of reliable operation system under operation and abnormal conditions of vessel
sailing. In studying influence of ecosystem on serviceability of ship power complexes, particular reliability indices can be singled out. They are: operational safety; operation in special conditions, extent of failure-free operation forecast; number of failures; extent of repair works implementation; forecast of labour input of works spent on repair. In addition, a qualitative indicator of operational reliability is readiness to function, taking into account international and national regulations [33]. Economic efficiency, environmental safety and manufacturability are indispensable indicators of ship power plant reliability [34].

Revealing of an estimation of reliability of ship power complexes taking into account influence of an ecosystem is feasible by means of development of methodical and software. These methodologies will make it possible to diagnose change in the reliability of ship power complexes, taking into account the impact of ecosystem. So for example, N. E. Petrova offers a technique of an estimation of reliability of the vessel hull on output parameters of deterioration of its elements [35]. Thus, the regulations of techniques can be various.

A complex of measures on definition of reliability indicators of ship power complexes with regard of ecosystem influence includes selection of optimum design solutions, reservation, forecasting, diagnostics, annual operating costs, provision with spare parts and tools, serviceability control, adjustment of remaining service life during operation.

4 Conclusions

The present article shows that influence ecosystem on serviceability of ship power complexes is caused by fouling by various micro-organisms, spontaneous destruction of ship external structures and hydrometeorological external factors. Methods of decision of a problem of influence of an ecosystem on power complexes of sea engineering demand careful working out and detailed elaboration both at a design stage of a vessel, and at a stage of operation in any conditions of navigation. Assessment of reliability of ship power complexes will allow to prevent or foresee consequences of influence degree and intensity of fouling of a vessel underwater part by microorganisms, and also corrosion of above-water and underwater parts of a vessel, a condition of current weather at navigation and dangerous weather phenomena during vessel sailing.

The specific feature of a ship power plant is the presence of a large number of complex equipment with manifold functional connections. Therefore, definition of probability of no-failure operation of ship power complexes with regard to ecosystems influence is labour-intensive process including a great variety of criteria and reliability indicators. Registration of revealed reliability indicators will provide lower costs for repair works connected with replacement of units or repair of auxiliary mechanisms, proper level of risk management, and also will increase economical operation of ship power complexes.
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